Protein interaction sites obtained via sequence homology. The site of complexation of electron transfer partners of cytochrome c revealed by mapping amino acid substitutions onto three-dimensional protein surfaces.
Amino acid substitutions in all but the most divergent of cytochromes c have been categorized as being conservative or radical and mapped onto the three-dimensional structure of yeast cytochrome c. Color-coded, space-filling representations reveal a large 24 A diameter surface area which is invariant or conservatively substituted on the front left face of the cytochrome c molecule. Chemical modifications and mutations which inhibit complex formation and electron transfer with reaction partners also map to this surface. In sharp contrast, the back side of the protein is randomly substituted with both conservative and radical replacements. The invariant/conservatively substituted surface on the front of cytochrome c thus defines the site of interaction with redox partners and provides a measure of its dimensions. Further, this analysis strongly suggests that there is only a single site of oxidation and reduction on cytochrome c for all of its physiological reactions. The same analysis applied to bacterial cytochrome c2 shows that its conserved surface is similar in size and location to that of cytochrome c. Analyses of native and model reaction partners of cytochromes c and c2, such as cytochrome b5, plastocyanin, and bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers, also reveal probable active site surfaces for complexation and electron transfer, which are complementary in size to that of the c-type cytochromes. The availability of a three-dimensional structure and of several closely related amino acid sequences for a given functional class of protein is the only limitation on this type of analysis, which can then serve as a basis for designing site-directed mutagenesis experiments.